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Why is bulk import via API slow? Current activity on improving it
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See	the	post	https://addshore.com/2021/07/what-happens-in-wikibase-when-you-make-a-new-item	by	Adam	Shorland
The Wikibase API saves entities one by one. 
During each entity saving request the API does: 
• parameter validation 
• creation of an empty item 
• transforming the JSON representation 
• permission checks 
• inserts into many tables of MariaDB 
• reporting back to the user
https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/T287164	
Why is bulk import via API slow? Current activity
Please join our discussion on bulk data import via API
RaiseWikibase: QuickStart
5
1. Basic info 2. Installation
3. How to use









• Secondary tables for items and properties are filled via the maintenance scripts 
• CirrusSearch indexing is lengthy
Limitations
TODOs
• Find faster way to fill the secondary tables for items and properties 
• Add parallel CirrusSearch indexing
https://lists.wikimedia.org/hyperkitty/list/wikibaseug@lists.wikimedia.org/thread/RBPTOYYMMLIFYRSHEPNEXUGLXTJDJTCI	
B E R D @ N F D I  f u n d e d  b y  t h e  D e u t s c h e  F o r s c h u n g s g e m e i n s c h a f t  ( D F G ,  G e r m a n  R e s e a r c h  F o u n d a t i o n )  –  4 6 0 0 3 7 5 8 1
f u n d e d  b y
Summary
• RaiseWikibase is a Python tool for fast data import into Wikibase 
• Relatively easy to use, but it still needs further development 
• What if the Wikibase API would have the same functionality?
Links
• Ticket “Improving bulk import via API”: https://phabricator.wikimedia.org/T287164 
• RaiseWikibase GitHub repo: https://github.com/UB-Mannheim/RaiseWikibase  
• RaiseWikibase docs: https://ub-mannheim.github.io/RaiseWikibase/  
• Paper “RaiseWikibase: Fast inserts into the BERD instance”: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-80418-3_11  
• Post “What happens in Wikibase when you make a new item” by Adam Shorland: https://addshore.com/
2021/07/what-happens-in-wikibase-when-you-make-a-new-item 
• Wikibase-Insert GitHub repo: https://github.com/jze/wikibase-insert  
• Post “Filling a Wikibase instance with millions of data” by Jesper Zedlitz: https://blog.factgrid.de/archives/
2013 
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